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Fitting Together
the Puzzle Pieces
by Integrating Competitive Intelligence
with Qualitative Research

C

onsider adding competitive intelligence
(CI) to your research tool kit. Whether
you conduct CI on your own or work with
a CI specialist, the additional analysis can
be fun and challenging, like working a
jigsaw puzzle. For most buyers, CI courses and
certification carr y little weight. What counts is the
level of detail, accurac y, industr y experience, and
measurable returns you bring to the study.
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I define CI by focusing on the
words themselves:
• “Competitive”—investigating
competitor activities.
• “Intelligence”—using your expertise and
intellect to analyze the data and make
meaningful decisions with it.
It’s simple and intuitive. What matters
is understanding the value of CI—filling
information gaps that market research is
unable to address.
As a CI practitioner for the past 30
years, I have had the opportunity to
incorporate focus group discussions and
B2B interviews into competitor research
studies. I have also observed how qualitative researchers have adapted CI methods
into their projects. The two methodologies fit well together.
How CI Got its Start
I imagine that CI has been around as
long as market research. After all, buying
your competitor’s product is nothing new.
Manufacturers were doing this in the 19th
century. What has changed is an increased
number of applications of CI, speed of
delivery, and level of analysis. And the
advent of the Internet has certainly made
CI more easily available for organizations.
CI’s real value, however, is providing
primary intelligence (i.e. reaching out to
people). This is where qualitative market
research (QMR) providers have a leg up
because they can apply research skills,
discipline and experience to obtain competitive research, beyond simply going

onto the Internet or sourcing competitor
handout materials.
CI is used in many industries, but two
where CI is used quite extensively are
banking and pharmaceuticals. Banks use
CI primarily as a benchmarking tool
against competitors.
Areas include:
• Branch sales performance (e.g. how
effectively financial advisors promote
mutual funds)
• Call centre service delivery (e.g. how
well call centre reps handle a customer complaint)
• Product offerings (e.g. what unique
features competitor products offer)
Pharmaceuticals typically use CI when
faced with a competitor threat or when
planning to launch a new product. In
the case of a competitor threat, pharma
companies are confronted not only by
other branded products but also by
generics. In fact, once a generic enters
the market, revenues for a branded
product could very well tumble 75% or
more. For example, in 2006, the cholesterol drug Lipitor reached $13 billion in
annual sales, but since generics entered
the market Lipitor annual sales are
under $2 billion.
For those pharma companies planning
to launch a product, CI is conducted to
determine what counter strategies the
competitors will undertake (i.e., plan to
launch an anti-obesity drug or add a
sales force to increase efforts to promote
to physicians and dieticians).
CI is certainly not restricted to these
industries. My advice is to look for an
industry disruption, such as new legislation or technology, taking place in your
client’s industry. This is an opportunity
to pitch CI.
How CI and QMR Work Together
Blending data from your market
research with CI data often delivers

additional findings that neither QMR nor
CI is able to do on its own. In fact, the
very task of looking for clues about the
competition in a focus group transcript is
CI itself. Let’s look at two examples of
how CI and QMR can work together:
New Product Development. While
QMR is used to help develop new product concepts, CI will provide details on
strategies the competition will embrace
to counter your client’s product launch.
Pricing. While QMR provides insight
into what customers deem a reasonable
price, CI will unearth details of the
competitor’s incentives, margins and
pricing strategies to benchmark against.
Commonalities between CI & QMR
Three key commonalities between CI
and QMR are:
1. Research skills (attention to detail,
in-depth interviewing, synthesizing raw
data and interpreting this information)
2. Smaller sample sizes
3. Accuracy based on credibility of
respondents, depth of analysis, and the
insights you bring to the analysis
And Differences
Where do CI and QMR differ?
Consider information sources, interviewing and analysis.
Information Sources. Like all investigative methods, CI looks for clues, patterns and gaps. You need to persevere

and even be a bit obsessive until you get
the answers you are looking for.
Consequently, CI necessitates reaching
out to a greater mix of both primary and
secondary sources such as:
• Primary: client’s sales force, client’s ad
agency, customers, industry experts,
competitors, government, associations, etc.
• Secondary: competitor sales literature,
price lists, job listings, annual reports,
industry reports, etc.
Interviewing. CI combines B2B interviewing with elicitation (i.e., going over
the same discussion point again and again
until you get information you require).
In CI, while a survey is used to guide
the conversation, not every question is
asked. The CI interviewer first will gauge
which questions a respondent seems
most comfortable/knowledgeable to
answer and then focus on these questions
for the remainder of the discussion.
Clients often look for specific “pieces”
of information they are missing. So, it’s
better to direct your CI discussion to one
or two critical questions and go deep on
these vs. trying to nail every question.
Analysis. CI analysis is broken into
five key steps:
• Set up: Develop a hypothesis.
• Incorporation: Read materials two,
three or four times.

Figure 1. Data cell mapping, bank client
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• Incubation: Assemble facts in various
sequences until a logical pattern emerges.
• Enlightenment: Study the data and
reflect on which gaps to fill and questions to answer. Allow the real meaning to emerge.
• Validation: Test your findings against
your hypothesis.
Additionally, CI incorporates unique
analytics such as data cell mapping and
data verification to ensure findings are
relevant, accurate and verifiable.
Data Cell Mapping
Let’s assume your bank client asks you
to obtain copies of customer statements
for eight competitors that cover seven
products: savings accounts, credit cards,
lines of credit, mortgages, loans, mutual
funds and term deposit. But to obtain all
these statements is beyond budget. You
will need to identify which product(s) are
a priority for each competitor. To do so:
1. Calculate the total # of possible cells
(56 = 8 competitors x 7 products).
2. Of these, determine which to focus
on. (Which banks are most innovative?
Which products account for a majority
of the client’s revenue?)
3. Narrow the number of cells to those
critical to fill. In the example in Figure

1, there would be eight customer statements to source. The other 48 products
are ruled out (low market share, not a
direct competitor, laggard, etc.).
Data Verification
In this example, your wireless client
asks you to determine the average
number of mobile phones sold each week
during the competitor’s launch. To be
confident with your estimate, you will
need intelligence from at least three
sources. You decide that press releases,
the competitor’s call centre and your client’s own tech support team are excellent
sources. With the information you
uncover as shown in Figure 2, you calculate that 38,000 to 50,000 phones are sold
each week of the competitor’s launch.
CI Is Not Spying
Given the sensitivity of gathering
information on the competitor, some clients will avoid conducting CI. They perceive CI as “spying.”
This is understandable, as CI does
attract both ethical practitioners and
those who misrepresent themselves. The
latter will look for a quick fix to impress
their client. So how do you convince hesitant clients that your efforts are ethical?

Figure 2. Data verification, wireless client
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Source

Finding

Calculations

Press Release

190,000 phones
sold in 5 weeks

190,000/5 weeks = 38,000

38,000

Competitor
Call Centre
(via mystery
shopping,
contacts, etc.)

Sell 1,350 phones/
week in New Jersey

1,350 are sold weekly in New Jersey
NJ’s population is 9,000,000 & USA’s is 320,000,000
Formula: 1,350/x = 9,000,000/320,000,000
Step 1: 9,000,000/320,000,000 = 2.8%
Step 2: 1,350/x = .028
Step 3: 1,350/.028 = x
x = 48,214

48,214

Your Client’s Tech
Support Manager

He estimates that each
of the competitor’s 200
call centre reps signs up,
on average, 250 new
customers per week.

250 customers x 200 call centre reps = 50,000

50,000
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Begin by clarifying that CI is investigative research, which means it is “detective work,” not spying. Reassure your client that there are many approaches to
conducting competitor research that are
100% above board, such as:
• Conduct follow-up focus groups with
1-on-1 interviews with participants
who displayed in the discussion a keen
understanding of the competition.
• Interview distributors and brokers at
your client’s trade show booth for
their insights about the competitor.
• Pay customers an honorarium for
their opinions about the competitor.
• Look for clues and insights in
customer satisfaction studies and
other research reports.
• Buy the competitor’s product to better
understand its features, strengths,
weaknesses, programs, etc.
• Use deductive problem solving. For
example, through an Internet search,
you discover that a potential competitor
avoids markets < $100 million. Yet, your
client’s total industry sales are $75 million. Hence, it is unlikely that this competitor will enter your client’s market.
Conclusion
I hope after reading this article you will
have a better understanding of competitive
intelligence and its value. I encourage you
to expand your report analysis by including comments about competitors. The reason is simple: too often clients get their CI
from their sales reps. Unfortunately, some
reps have their own agenda, resulting in
intelligence that is biased, inaccurate and/
or incomplete.
CI tends to be a cottage industry.
Suppliers tend to be CI analysts who previously worked on the client side, marketing consultants and market research consultants. This augurs well for QMR consultants and can lead you to more
in-depth CI activities for your clients.

